
Well maintained equipment/trucks last longer ..........= your investment is more profitable long term !
Machines/trucks maintained with hammers............................................................= leads to breakdowns !
Clean and maintained mixers and trucks........................................= makes for the best quality concrete ! 
Shorter cleaning times ........................................................................................= longer production times !
Chloride free products....................................................................................................= no risk of corrosion !
Clean, reliable, solvent-free products.............................................................................= greater job safety !

Top class biodegradability.....................................................................................= environmentally friendly !
Clean work places.....................................................................= high morale and motivation of your staff !

which shows higher profits

ZETOLAN-MEK Plus
100% concrete-compatible – 100% machine-friendly
and therefore not comparable with any previously used pro-
duct or protective agent
Test results overleaf

with the MEK Plus-Formula

41 years’ service to the concrete industry



ZETOLAN-MEK Plus is the new 
protection and maintenance system

It is not comparable with the old method of mixer protection

procedure when first thing in the morning a liberal dose of

cutting oil is applied which is mostly removed by the first mix

of concrete. That’s how effective that method proves to be.

ZETOLAN-MEK Plus, after the end of the working day - usual-

ly in the evenings – after the normal cleaning procedure with

water, is applied direct on to the surface while it’s still wet.

The water runs away and now begins the ZETOLAN-MEK

Plus night shift.

The effectiveness of the system for the protection

and removal of concrete for cleaner equipment exposed

to concrete contamination

ZETOLAN-MEK Plus is active on hard existing concrete

deposits but harmless to fresh concrete. (Test certificate

available). The active component in the MEK Plus formula

penetrates the capillaries of the hardened concrete and bre-

aks them down, layer by layer, millimetre by millimetre with a

daily spraying, effective in days or sometimes weeks. ZETO-

LAN-MEK Plus dissolves existing concrete in this way and at

the same time protects and maintains. 

The equipment becomes and remains clean !

The economics
The time consuming and hitherto aggressive concrete remo-

val methods like “Hammer washing” etc. are no longer

necessary. Plant and trucks no longer need be damaged by

crude methods. Entirely abolishing the use of acid products,

cleaning becomes a gentle art. By this money-saving prac-

tice the adhesion of concrete on mixers, trucks and re-cyc-

ling storage is averted. Cleaning times are reduced to a frac-

tion! Generally the required time for cleaning will be reduced

by a half to a third

LEYDE-Products = complete confidence in application +++profit maximisation +++ problem solving

ZETOLAN®-MEK

�� Protects mixers and 
concrete equipment 
from the adhesion of 
concrete

�� Cuts cleaning time 
dramatically = lower 
labour costs

�� Longer service life of 
the machinery due to 
better care

�� Contains no dangerous
solvents or 
heavy metals

�� Certified by the 
Hygiene Institut 
Gelsenkirchen: 
„highly biodegradable“

With the MEK Plus formula, you  seriously reduce cleaning
time. An easy win for the intelligent cost accountant

Other products may

do the job but at hig-

her labour costs, hig-

her consumption rates ,

higher maintenance

costs, higher risk fac-

tors. 

Test certificates from the Hygiene-Institut des Ruhrgebietes,
Gelsenkirchen and the Baustoffpruefzentrum Rheinland and MSDS forms
can be accessed on: www.leyde.com 
We can also send them at your request.

ZETOLAN-MEK Plus has been developed through close teamwork with our 
successful partners in the construction industry.
Profit from the positive experience of your industrial partners 
or your competition!



g treatments +++workplace and environmental safety +++ time and cost saving +++ quality assured

LEYCO- MV 7 SPRAY PUMP     The effective sprayer technology to minimise consumption

The economics
Significantly reduced, targeted consumption.
ZETOLAN-MEK3 is applied precisely where it belongs – to

prevent the adhesion of concrete and to protect surfaces and

mixer equipment, concrete trucks or pumps!

Time saving 

The gain over usual methods, which take 15 – 20 minutes.

This is easily calculated in Euros.

Workplace and environmental safety
Due to the airless pump spray action, no aerosol mist is pro-

duced. It is very significant that the Workplace Protection

Code is in general very seldom followed one hundred percent.

Un-noticed spillage of the product due to the fixed assembly of

the spray apparatus is not possible.

Service and special purchase terms
We carry out the installlation, putting the equipment into servi-

ce and training work operatives. Moreover we offer you our

budget purchase price, which is 40% below normal trade

price.

LEYCO MV 7 “airless” fine sprayer 
with time saving spray

The fine spraying equipment is pre-mounted

on the delivery barrel and makes for a consi-

derable saving in time. 

As a general rule the job is effectively done

in a mere 2 – 3 minutes.  

ZETOLAN-MEK Plus – the formula for all mixer types and ready mix trucks

ZETOLAN-MEK Plus = A WIN! WIN! WIN! SITUATION

1. WIN for your company

�� Excellent price/value comparison
�� Cuts cleaning time dramatically 
�� Excellent biologically degradable

properties- thus no problems with the
environment protection authorities,
Health and Safety Executive, and
most importantly with water resources
protection regulations.

�� Due to visibly bright and clean lorries,
plant and equipment you gain the best
image with clients. ‘Quality concrete in
quality packing’. This was your aim
when you designed the logo and
colours for your company’s image as 
the flagship in the market.

�� Lower personal risk – because the
Company Managers are personally
responsible for work place safety and
the implementation of the Code rela-
ting to the Federal Water Act.

2. WIN for your operational staff

and delivery personnel.

�� No more spraying first thing in the 
morning: start the day without ‘a nose
full’of oily spray and save half an hour
too!

�� ZETOLAN-MEK Plus contains no 
dangerous solvents or heavy metals
which are a hazard to health  and most
batchers unknowingly inhale - why do
their eyes  smart and their lungs whee-
ze? Because safety masks are not
often worn, even if  provided. 

�� More satisfaction in the workplace
with clean plant, pumps and lorries. It
brings out the best in the staff and
leads to pride of workmanship and a
well run establishment, proof that
management cares for the conditions
in which people work.

3. WIN for your valuable 

investment

�� No damage to the mixing plants 
and lorries caused by the great 
”hammer cleaning” method - 
resulting in peeling paintwork and 
dented plating - and still the concrete
sticks even better !

�� Improves maintenance and 
lubrication giving a longer life for 
your machines resulting in a 
higher return.

�� LEYDE products have been 
developed over more than 40 years
and hold a pre-eminent place in the
concrete industry

Stop using old methods and products,  and let  professional LEYDE products do the work they do
best, so you can get on with the work that you do best: Producing concrete !



Whosoever follows in another’s footsteps  will never overtake” 
(Old saying)

Our customers  are  giving delighted  reports of dramatic  time savings from
using ZETOLAN-MEK Plus.
Reduce cleaning time by even just half-an-hour and you have already saved about CHF 25
per day per person involved.

ZETOLAN-MEK Plus is 100% concrete-compa

LEYCOCHEM-Products  – Innovative and always a nose ahead of the competition

Name:

First Name:

Company:

Position:

Phone/direct:

Cell.Phone:

Fax:

E-mail:     

Postcode/ City: (              )

Street:

Stamp

Please send us our free trial sample (5 litres) of
ZETOLAN-MEK Plus      

Response

tible and especially kind to seals, insulation
and plastic parts.This cannot be taken for granted in all
products. Unsuitable products result in considerable subse-
quent costs.
Here for example the results of tests carried out at LIEB-
HERR AG in Switzerland:

Rubber 5 mm thick and 88.5 mm long was immersed for 21 days in
each of the products listed below.

The dimensional changes due to swelling/deformation may be seen
in the table.

We are proud of the result since it vindicates our rigorous
quality-oriented product policy.
Please realistically check your expenditure on replacing
gaskets and other rubber seals and the cost of production
stoppages. Customers who have offset the costs resulting
from unsuitable products against the use of ZETOLAN-MEK
Plus have found themselves substantially in credit thanks to
using our product. Act now!

Supplier  Product name   Length (mm)   Difference (mm)     Difference (%)
Original length         88,5              0,00       0,000

MB. Rh...finish 2... 97,3 8,80 9,944
MO......X S.turn 6.. 98,6            10,10             11,412
P...TECH Pa...ol 6.. 101,3          12,80             14,463
BL...ER    Mischerschutz        102,6          14,10            15,932
SI.. Mischerschutz      104,2          15,70            17,740
LEYCO     ZETOLAN-MEK 3         94,0           5,50                 6,215
LEYCO     ZETOLAN-MEK Plus   92,0         3,50              3,954

Fax  +49 2236 - 9 66 00 11
or    +49 2236 - 9 66 00 10

our mobile number: +49 171 - 45 13 123
LEYCO CHEMISCHE LEYDE GmbH
Industriestr. 155 
D-50999 Köln
Tel.: +49 2236 - 9 66 00 0
E-Mail: leycochem@leyde.com
Internet: www.leyde.com

Who is responsible in your company
for trials? Because we would like 
to assist him so that he might have
the best chance of success.

Name......................................................................

First Name:........................................................

Phone/directl.........................................................




